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Abstract
For the purpose of a clear discussion) this paper will introduce terms and paradigms
used for fault tolerance. In this paper first the notions system, component, environment, design, structure and behaviour are presented. Then, the notions failure and

fault are defined. After observing that designing a fault tolerant system is based on
the use of redundaucy and fault hypotheses, the fundamental techniques to achieve
fault tolerance are identified. Then, a number of paradigms that are popular for
fault tolerance are discussed.
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Introduction

According to Laprie (cf. [12]) fault tolerance is the property of a system "to provide, by
redundancy, service complying with the specification in spite of faults having occurred or
occurring." This paper will define notions for fault tolerance, in order to obtain a clear
terminology. After discussing typical paradigms it will present two case studies.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the notions system, component, environment, design, structure and behaviour are presented and a terminology for fault tolerance
is defined. In section 3 an extensive classification of failures is given. In section 4 the
various stages of the process of treating faults are mentioned and it is discussed what
designing for fault tolerance is about. In section 5 typical paradigms for fault tolerance
are discussed. Section 6 presents, as a case study, the design of a stable storage. Lastly,
section 7 presents, also as a case study, the design of a reliable broadcast mechanism.

2

Failures and Faults

A system consists of components which interact as described by a design. There is
no conceptual difference between a system and a component: the system is simply the
component under discussion. For the scope of this paper it is not important whether a
tThis research is supported by the Dutch STW under grant number NWI88.1517: "Fault Tolerance:
Paradigms, Models, Logics, Construction."
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component is of physical nature (i.e. a hardware component) or of non-physical nature
(i.e. a software component). A system receives input from and delivers output to the
environment, i.e. a system provides service in response to requests from the environment.
Since it is also true that a component provides service in response to requests from the
system, there is no conceptual difference between a system and an environment either.
Following Wieczorek and Vytopil (cf. [21]) 'system' designates the entity at the current
level of consideration, 'environment' designates the entity at the superordinate level and
'component' designates an entity at the subordinate level.
A system is characterized by its behaviour and its structure in terms of components and
their interrelations. The behaviour of a system can be separated into two distinct cate·
gories: behaviour in accordance with the specification and behaviour not in accordance
with the specification. A failure of a system occurs when the behaviour of the system
deviates from that required by its specification [15]. An extensive classification of failures is presented in section 3. The failure of a component, but also the failure of the
environment and an incorrect design, will be referred to as a fault. Besides the intended,
standard behaviour the behaviour that is part of the process of treating faults should be
part of the system's specification.
When discussing hardware defects, the notions transient and permanent are well established [1]. A transient defect is present for only a limited period of time (no longer than
some threshold) after which it spontaneously disappears. Any defect which is present for
longer than that threshold period is said to be permanent. Analogous to this, a system
may fail transiently or permanently.

3

A Classification of Failures

Assuming the system is a discrete event system, the specification of the system's behaviour consists of time, value and location requirements. A time, value and/or location
failure occurs if the system's behaviour does not conform to those requirements. It is
natural to divide time failures in late behaviour, which can lead to omission, and early
behaviour, which can lead to overrun. Likewise, since value requirements are usually
formulated in terms of format and range, it is natural to distinguish a violation of the
format from a violation of the range, i.e. underflow or overflow.
If it is possible to deduce from assertions about the system's behaviour that some failure
has occurred, we call that failure detectable. Different failure models arise from the
assumptions about the correctness of the time (T), value (V) and location (L) behaviour,
and, in case that behaviour is not assumed to be correct, the detectability of time, value
and location failures. Then, such models have the format:

where C, D and U denote correct, detectably incorrect and undetectably incorrect respecti vely.
2

In the literature failure models such as the omission model [6] appear. With the above
notation the omission model is equal to the TDVCLC model. The Byzantine models
that appear in the literature (see for example [11] and [18]) apply to the distribution of
messages. For such models it is necessary to consider the inconsistencies that may arise
from value failures, i.e. they do not allow the assumption that every destination receives
the same value.

4

Treating Faults

As mentioned in the introduction, fault tolerance is concerned with providing the specified service, even in the presence of faults. To do so, fault tolerance depends upon the
effective deployment and utilization of redundancy!.
Of course, a fault tolerant system can tolerate only a limited number of certain types
of faults. Important for the design are the fault hypotheses stipulating the hypothetical
character of possible faults. Under certain fault hypotheses, the system is designed as if
the hypothetical faults are the only faults it can experience and measures are taken to
tolerate (only) those anticipated faults. Other faults will generally cause the system to
fail.
The most rigorous way to tolerate a fault is to use so much redundancy that it can be
masked, for instance the triple modular redundancy paradigm presented in section 5.3.
But this kind of redundancy is generally too expensive.
If faults cannot be masked, then our first concern is how to identify an anticipated fault
(fault detection). Before the system can be allowed to continue to provide its service, fault
diagnosis must be applied and the fault's - unwanted - consequences must be made
undone. Leaving incorrect structures and environmental faults out of consideration for
now, the fault diagnosis mnst identify the components that are responsible for the fault
and also whether that fault is transient or permanent.

If the fault is only transient, the fault's consequences can be made undone by simply
restarting the system 2 , i.e. by putting it in some initial state, or, in case a valid system state is regularly recorded as a checkpoint, by bringing the system back to its last
checkpoint and then continue the operation from that state. These techniques are called
forward and backward error recovery respectively. After that the system can continue to
provide its service.
If the fault is not transient but permanent - this is for instance the case with fail-stop
components [16]- the system needs repair first. The faulty component can be replaced,
1 In

the litera.ture there is a classification by what kind of element (for instance component and information) is replicated. This classification, however, is not orthogonal (for instance component redundancy
also means information redundancy).
2This only helps, of course, if the application allows the involved delay; for real-time applications this
usually is not the case.
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in which case the system can deliver its service unmodifiedly, or other components must
take over the faulty component's tasks in addition to their own tasks, which leads to
a degradation of the service (graceful degradation). Replacing a faulty component can
be done either physically or logically by means of reconfiguration, where, using (logical)
switches, a faulty component is taken out of action and a spare, which is already present
in the system, is put to action.

5

Some Paradigms for Fault Tolerance

To familiarize the reader with the fault tolerance field, a few typical paradigms will be
presented and analyzed.

5.1

Consistency Check

Consistency check paradigms apply to those cases where the output of a component is
checked with respect to its specified functionality. Especially when a component performs
a mathematical function such paradigms are used, for instance by verifying whether the
result conforms to the specified format (syntax checking), by verifying whether the result
lies in the specified range (range checking) or by verifying whether the application of the
reverse function to the result yields the input again (reversal checking).

5.2

Duplication With Comparison

If consistency checks are not feasible or too expensive, then the most rigorous way to
detect the failure of a component is to duplicate it. Both components receive the same
input and perform the same tasks. Their output is compared and only passed on if there
is a match. Such a design leads to a fail-stop system: if one component fails, i.e. produces
output that differs from the correct output, the system does not output anything. Under
the assumption that if both components fail they produce different incorrect output, the
system delivers correct output or none at all even if both components fail. When this
paradigm is used to design fault tolerant hardware, for which it is very popular, the
components are usually synchronized (see fig. 1). This synchronization is less stringent
when used to design fault tolerant software.
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Figure 1: Duplication with comparison
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5.2.1

Analysis of the Duplication With Comparison Method

The redundancy consists of an extra component plus the comparator and the output
driver. The correctness hypothesis stipulates that all components must function correctly.
Since a component sends its output via one link only, there is no distinction between the
failure of a link and the failure of the component using it. The failure of the comparator
or the output driver results in the failure of the system. It may seem as if the system has
become merely less reliable because of the larger amount of components, but because of
the relative simplicity of both the comparator and the output driver, their failure is far
less likely than the failure of one of the duplicated components.

5.3

Triple Modular Redundancy

The above mentioned duplication with comparison is capable of preventing the failure of
a system, but if a failure of one of the duplicated components occurs the system outputs
nothing. If the component is triplicated and another component acts as a voter, which
passes the majority vote of the outputs of the individual components, the system can
still produce correct output even when one of the triplicated components fails: its failure
can be masked. This is known as the triple modular redundancy paradigm (see fig. 2).
Again, the synchronization is less stringent when used to design fault tolerant software
(for instance the SIFT system [20]).
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Figure 2: A triple modular redundant component
The triple modular redundancy paradigm can be generalized to N -modular redundancy
(N ~ 3). In case the output of an N-modular redundant system is used as input for an
M-modular redundant system, M voters are used.
It should be noted that instead of N equal components, N similar components can be

used. N-version programming, a well known paradigm to minimize the consequences of
programmer faults, typically uses N different implementations for the same functionality.
For efficiency reasons those N versions are executed concurrently and the ultimate result
5
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is determined by a voting mechanism. The major drawback of N version programming
is that the N versions are always more or less correlated and correlated faults are usually
not detected. This drawback can be removed by (1) the use of self-checking versions, or
(2) by applying a consistency check to the result of the first version, and, if the result
does not pass, by executing the second version and applying a consistency check to the
second result and so on, until a result passes the consistency test - the recovery block
paradigm. Typically, a checkpoint is established before executing the first version.

5.3.1

Analysis of the Triple Modular Redundancy Method

Here the redundancy consists of the two replicas of the given component and the voter.
Analogous to section 5.2.1 the failure of the links is left out of consideration.
The voter uses a majority vote on the outputs of the three components; this is possible
as long as the outputs of at least two components are identical. The voter is usually
designed to output nothing if no two of its inputs are identical. Clearly, when two components fail identically, incorrect output is produced.
From the above, it can easily be seen that the correctness hypothesis stipulates: "the
voter does not fail and at most one of the three components fails."

5.4

Coding

A popular and effective method to protect data against corruption during transmission
is the use of coding: a dataword is transformed into a codeword which contains some
redundant bits. The use of coding is not restricted to communication, for instance it can
be used to design a fault tolerant memory.
For two (binary) codewords of the same length, the Hamming distance [7] is the number
of bit positions in which the two codewords differ, i.e. the number of single bit errors that
are needed to convert one codeword into another. For example, the Hamming distance
between the codewords 0000000000 and 1111111111 is ten. The Hamming distance of a
complete code is equal to the minimum Hamming distance of all pairs of codewords in
the code. For example, the Hamming distance of the code consisting of the codewords
0000000000, 0000011111, 1111100000 and 1111111111 is five.
Now, if a code has Hamming distance h, h - 1 single bit errors cannot transform one
codeword into another codeword. That code is thus capable of detecting up to h - 1
single bit errors. Furthermore, if no more than L~(h - 1)J single bit errors occur, the
original codeword is still closer than any other codeword. Hence, up to L~(h - 1)J single
bit errors can be corrected. For the above given code, up to 4 single bit errors can be
detected, and up to 2 single bit errors can be corrected.
In the following subsections, Hamming coding, the well known error correcting coding
paradigm, and cyclic redundancy coding, which is a very popular error detecting coding
paradigm, will be presented and analyzed.
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5.4.1

Hamming Coding

To correct a single bit error in a codeword, a dataword is converted into a codeword
by inserting check bits at the bit positions that are powers of 2, where the leftmost bit
position has number 1 [7].
Every bit position p can be rewritten as a sum of powers of 2, e.g. 5 = 2° + 22. A
checkbit at position 2i forces the parity of the group of bits whose position contains a
term 2i, thus including itself, to be odd or even. For example, the dataword 11011011 is
converted into the codeword lc1c11clO11clO11, where the subscript c denotes a checkbit
and even parity is used.
Analysis of the Hamming Coding Method As stated before, Hamming coding
can only be used to correct single bit errors. In an n·bit Hamming codeword there are
flog( n + 1)1 redundant bits, or the relationship between the m data bits and the n bits
of the codeword is n = m + r210g(n + I)]. To correct single bit errors, the Hamming
distance of the code must be 2, or, in other words, the n-bit bit strings at Hamming
distance 1 from a legal codeword are illegal. Since there are n such bit strings, there are
n + 1 n-bit bit strings dedicated to each m-bit dataword. Because there are 2m m-bit
datawords and there are 2n n-bit bit strings, it is necessary that 2n :::: (n + 1)2m. Thus,
the Hamming coding method achieves the lower bound.
Now, assume that a single bit error occurred. The check bits at the positions that occur
as a term of the position of the corrupted bit disagree with the parity. For instance, the
corruption of the bit at position 5 results in incorrect checkbits at positions 1 and 4. It
can easily be seen that the sum of the positions of the incorrect check bits equals the
position of the corrupted bit.
5.4.2

Cyclic Redundancy Coding

An n-bit dataword can be regarded as the list of coefficients, where the coefficients are
1, of a polynomial M(x) with n terms, ranging from x n - I to xo. The basic idea
of cyclic redundancy coding is to append a checksum to the end of the dataword, such
that the polynomial C( x) represented by the checksummed dataword is divisible, using
modulo 2 arithmetic, by a generator polynomial G(x).

o or

Let 9 be the degree of G( x). The algorithm for computing the checksummed dataword
consists of three steps:
1. Append 9 zero bits to the end of the dataword, resulting in a bit string of n
bits which represents the polynomial x g M( x).

+9

2. Divide the bit string from step 1. by the generator polynomial G(x) using modulo
2 djvision. This can easily be implemented in hardware, i.e. by repeatedly shifting
and exclusive oring. The remainder is a bit string consisting of at most 9 bits.
3. Subtract the remainder generated in step 2. from the bit string of step 1. using
modulo 2 subtraction. Again, this can easily be implemented in hardware, i.e. by
7
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exclusive oring. The result is the checksummed dataword which is divisible by the
generator.
Consider the dataword 11010 and the generator 101. Step 1 produces the bit string
1101000. Step 2 yields the remainder 01. Subtracting 01 from 1101000 results in 1101001
being transmitted.
Analysis of the Cyclic Redundancy Coding Method Suppose that instead of a
bit string representing C( x), a bit string representing C( x) +E( x) is received, where E( x)
is the error polynomial. E( x) has the same degree as C( x) and a coefficient equaling 1
means that the corresponding bit is inverted, i.e. erroneous.
In case of a single bit error E(x) = xi, where i determines which bit is in error. If
G(x) contains more than one term, it does not divide E(x) and hence it does not divide
C(x) + E(x). Thus, if G(x) contains more than one term, a single bit error is always
detected.
In case ofa double bit error E(x) = xi+x j (i > j),or E(x) = x j (x i- j +1). If we assume
that G(x) does-not contain a factor x - which is simply satisfied if the lowest order bit
of the generator is 1 - all double bit errors are detected if G(x) does not divide x i- j + 1
for any i - j, i.e. for i - j up to the length of C(x).
In case of an odd number of errors E( x) contains an odd number of terms. Evaluating
E(l) thus yields 1 (modulo 2). Since E(l) would be zero if E(x) contained a factor
(x + 1), an odd number of errors is detected if G(x) has a factor x + 1.
In case of a burst error ofiength b E(x) = xi+b- 1 + .,. + xi, or E(x) = xi(x b- 1 + ... + 1).
Under the assumption that G(x) does not contain a factor x and that the coefficient of its
lowest order term, xO, is 1, G(x) cannot divide E(x) if the degree ofG(x) is greater than
the degree of E(x), i.e. if g > b -1, or b < g + 1. If b = g + 1 then G(x) can only divide
E(x) if E(x) = G(x). The most and the least significant bit ofa burst are 1 by definition,
so that, assuming that 0 and 1 have equal probability, the probability that a burst error
1
oflength g + 1 is not detected is
. If b > g + 1 then G(x) can only divide E(x) if
E(x) = A(x) ·G(x). Because the least significant bit of both E(x) and G( x) is 1, the least
significant bit of A( x) is 1. Since the degree of A( x) is b-1- g, there are 2b- 2 - 9 different
undetectable burst errors. Because the totai number of different burst errors of length b
is 2b- 2 , the probability that a burst error of length b is not detected is 2- 9 or ~9. Thus,
if G(x) does not contain a factor x and the coefficient of X O is 1, the fraction of burst
errors of length b that is not detected is 0 if b < g+ 1, ~9-1 if b = g+ 1 and !9 if b > g + 1.

r-

Three generator polynomials have become international standards:
- CRC-12 = x 12 + XlI + x 3
_ CRC-16 = x 16 + X 15 + x 2
- CRC-CCITT = x 16 + x 12

+ x2 + X + 1
+1
+ x5 + 1
8
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5.5

Conclusion

The redundancy, on which fault tolerance is based, can be split up in replication of the
component whose failure has to be tolerated, and the necessary additional overhead.
In all paradigms that were presented there is an arbiter. For consistency checks and
the recovery block paradigm the arbiter determines whether the result is valid. When
using duplication with comparison, the arbiter is just a comparator. In the N modular
redundancy case it is a majority voter. When using coding techniques, an arbiter uses
the Hamming distance to see if there have been errors, or even to determine the codeword
that was corrupted.

6
6.1

Case Study I: Design of a Stable Storage
Introduction

A paradigm to construct fault tolerant systems is the atomic action concept. An action
is atomic if it is executed completely or not at all. To implement atomic actions, the
system state is recorded before entering an atomic action, creating a recovery point (RP)
or checkpoint. This recovery point is the prior state that can be restored in case of a fault
during the execution of that atomic action. This approach requires that two assumptions
hold [17]:
(RP1) Faults are detected before the results of invalid state transformations are saved
as a recovery point.
(RP2) Recovery points are unaffected by faults.

In this section an effort is made to design a stable storage which can be used to store
and retrieve recovery points and which, in order to help satisfy (RP2), is not affected by
faults.

6.2

Requirements and Decisions

As a first step one tries to meet the basic requirement of needing a mechanism to store and
retrieve recovery points in the most reliable way possible. With regard to environmental
faults (e.g. a defect power supply) memory is partitioned in volatile and non-volatile, so
that the use of non-volatile memory is preferred. A method to provide for the non-volatile
storage and retrieval of data is the use of disks (e.g. [5], [8], [10] and [19]). Therefore:

(Design Decisiontl A disk will be used as a basic building block for the stable storage.
The use of such a physical disk results in a physical disk layer. Because a physical disk's
read and write operations are usually implemented in terms of physical sectors, we require
for the physical disk layer:

(RequirementpD) The physical disk (PD) layer provides an array of physical sectors with
a read and a write operation on physical sectors.
9
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(RP2) stipulates that the recovery points must be unaffected by faults. Although we
have been very careful about the environment, we must now consider in what ways a
disk may fail. For the scope of this case study, the following two fault hypotheses are of
interest:

(FHI) Due to damages of the disk surface, the contents of the physical sectors are corrupted.
and:

(FH2) Due to faults of the disk coutrol mechanism, the contents of a particular sector
may be read or written at a wrong location.
Then, a first requirement is that it can be detected that the contents of a given physical
sector are corrupted or that the contents of a wrong physical sector are returned. It is
common practice to implement a cyclic redundancy check (eRe) mechanism to detect
the corruption of information on a disk and to encode the number of the physical sector
in the physical sector to detect that the contents are from a wrong physical sector:

(Design Decision2) A eRe mechanism is used to detect the corruption of information
on physical sectors.
and:

(Design Decision3) To detect that the contents of a wrong physical sector are returned
the number of the physical sector is encoded in the physical sector.
This results in a physical and a logical disk layer (see fig. 3), where the abstraction
relation consists of the eRe decoding algorithm, i.e the removal of the redundant eRe
bits, and the removal of the physical sector number.

Logical Disk
Physical Disk

Figure 3: Physical and logical layer

For the correctness of the design it has to be assumed that:

(Assumptionl) The eRe mechanism is always able to detect that a physical sector is
damaged and hence that its contents are corrupted.

lO

:

(Assumption2) If the control mechanism fails to write a particular sector at the correct
location, all subsequent read operations for that sector are performed
at the same incorrect location. Hence the address checking mechanism
always detects that information is written on the wrong physical sector.
Such assumptions have to be included in this or an upper layer's fault hypothesis. Indeed,
(Assumption!) applies to an upper layer's fault hypothesis, whereas (Assumption2) is an
extension of (FH2 ). Exceptions can be raised as soon as it is detected that an assumption
no longer holds.
The above taken measures primarily make the read operation reliable. The write operation could be made reliable as well by means of a read after write mechanism. Since the
rate of physical sectors getting damaged is low, the increased overhead is not considered
worth-while:
(Design Decision4) Only read operations are made reliable.
Then, we have the following requirement for the logical disk layer:
(RequirementLD) The logical disk (LD) layer presents an array of logical disk sectors
with a reliable read and a normal write operation on logical sectors.
Since a eRe mechanism is only capable of detection and not of correction, we cannot mask the corruption: when a physical sector is damaged its contents are lost. The
replacement of the eRe mechanism by a mechanism that is capable of correction is considered to be too expensive in terms of disk usage. Furthermore, a failure of the disk
control mechanism causes one or more physical sectors to become inaccessible. A possible
way to provide the data availability is to partition the disk in 2 sections and have each
section contain the same data. However, there is little independence between the faults
of physical sectors on one disk.
To guarantee the data availability the mirrored disk concept can be used (e.g. [5] and [19]):
a second disk with identical contents is maintained, so that, in case some information can
no longer be retrieved from one disk, the information is still available on the other one.
That way operation is not stopped even if all physical sectors of one disk are damaged.
The mirrored disk concept can be generalized to N (N 2:2) disks (e.g. [8] and [10]):
(Design Decisions) To guarantee the data availability N disks with identical contents
are used.
As we will see in section 6.3.3, the improvement of the performance that can be achieved
outweighs the cost of the extra disks. To control the N disks we add the stable storage
layer (see fig. 4), with the obvious requirement:
3If the control mechanism writes an update for a particular sector at a wrong location and performs a
subsequent read operation for that sector at the correct location, the contents read are incorrect. Such
transient faults can be detected if version numbers are administrated and encoded in the physical sector,
but that is beyond the scope of this case study.
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(Requirementss,) The stable storage (SS) layer presents an array oflogical sectors, the
contents of which are unaffected by faults, and a reliable read and a
normal write operation on logical sectors.

Stable Storage
Logical Disk
Physical Disk

Figure 4: Layered structure of the stable storage
With the obvious assumption:
(Assumption3) The N physical sectors with the same physical sector number are at no
time during operation all damaged or inaccessible.
To guarantee that the multiple disks contain the same information, a write request must
be processed on every disk:
(Requirementss,) A write request must be processed on every disk.
If a sector is damaged it can no longer be used. Then the system degrades in the sense
that it is not guaranteed that there are N copies of a logical sector at any time during
operation. To avoid that degradation (RequirementLD) becomes in terms of the damaged
or undamaged status of the individ ual physical sectors:
(RequirementLD ') The logical disk (LD) layer presents an array of logical disk sectors
that is independent of the status of the individual physical sectors. It
also presents a reliable read and a normal write operation on logical
sectors.
It is of course impossible to repair a damaged physical sector, but a thus far spare sector
could take its place if the mapping of logical sectors to physical sectors is not fixed [3].
(Design Decisions) The spare sector concept will be used to enable the reconfiguration
of physical sectors.
Then, the abstraction relation between the physical disk layer and the logical disk layer is
a combination of the CRC decoding algorithm, the removal of the physical sector number
and the inverse of the mapping. Because the N physical sectors representing the same
logical sector are now forming a dynamically changing set (Assumption3) becomes:
(Assumption3 ') The N physical sectors representing the same logical sector at some time
during operation are not all damaged or inaccessible before the logical
sector is read again.

12

We have to assume that:
(Assumption4) There are always enough spare sectors.
and:
(Assumption5) The mapping information is stored in such a way that it is not affected
by faults.
This is a typical example of the case where exceptional behaviour can be specified to deal
with the no longer holding of the assumption: an exception can be raised as soon as the
disk has run out of spare sectors, i.e. as soon as too many physical sectors were damaged.
Just like it is not possible to repair a damaged physical sector, it is not possible to repair
a failed disk control mechanism. For the sake of simplicity we decide:
(Design Decision7) If the disk control mechanism has failed, the entire disk has failed.

If a logical disk layer signals to the stable storage layer that a disk has run out of spare
sectors or that the disk control mechanism failed, that particular disk must be taken out
of operation since it can no longer completely present the array of logical sectors. We
have to assume that:
(Assumptions) There are always at least 2 disks operational.
Again, exceptional behaviour can be specified to indicate that this assumption no longer
holds.
The resulting logical system representation is shown in fig. 5. The functionality that
controls the multiple disks is called 'serializer.' This functionality is discussed in more
detail in section 6.3.3.

6.3
6.3.1

Description of the Layers
Physical Disk Layer

The format of a physical sector is denoted by PhySec. The physical disk layer presents
an array PS of physical sectors, PS = array [O .. PSNMax] of PhySec, plus read and write
operations for physical sectors. The physical sectors are referred to by using a physical
sector number PSN E [0, PSNMax].

6.3.2

Logical Disk Layer

The format of a logical sector is denoted by LogSec. The logical disk layer presents an
array of LSNMax logical sectors, plus read and write operations for logical sectors. The
logical sectors are referred to by using a logical sector number LSN E [0, LSNMax].
The use of a eRe mechanism and an address encoding mechanism requires an interme·
diate format, say AdrSec, which is the concatenation of a physical sector number (of type
13
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Figure 5: Logical representation of the system

PSN) and a logical sector (of type LogSec). Then, the use of a eRe algorithm results in
an encoding function CRCEncode: AdrSec -> PhySec, a decoding function CRCDecode:
PhySec -+ AdrSec, and a check function CRCCheck: PhySec -+ boo!. Likewise, the use
of an address encoding mechanism results in an encoding function AdrEncode: PSN x
LogSec -+ AdrSec, a decoding function AdrDecode: AdrSec -+ LogSec, and a check function AdrCheck: PSN x AdrSec -+ boo!.
In case the CRCCheck function returns "false" the physical sector has been damaged.
We implement the spare sector concept: when there are more physical sectors than logical
sectors (PSNMax > LSNMax), the surplus creates spare sectors. If a physical sector is
damaged, a spare sector can take its place. Doing so, the array of logical sectors is not
affected by faults. We introduce the function remap: (LSN -+ PSN) -+ (LSN -+ PSN),
to specify onto which physical sector a logical sector should be mapped and a function
Ip: LSN -+ PSN which, for a given logical sector number, returns the physical sector
number according to the current mapping. Doing so, the abstraction relation between
the physical disk layer and the logical disk layer also contains the mapping between the
logical sector number and the physical sector number, besides the already mentioned
eRe Decoding algorithm.
We represent the spare sectors as a set of physical sector numbers (SS = set of PSN),
initially containing the numbers LSNMax+ 1, .... ,PSNMax. We do not have to represent
the damaged sectors, because they are implicitly specified by Ip and SS.
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In case the AdrCheck function returns "false" the disk control mechanism has failed.
The above leads to the following representation invariant (RI):
(RIl) (VI: 0 :'0 I :'0 LSNMax: CRCCheck(PS[lp(l)]) ¢>
(AdrCheck(lp(l), CRC Decode(PS(lp(I)])) ¢>
(LS(l] = AdrDecode(CRCDecode(PS[lp(1)])))))

Then, the following logical disk layer read operation (LDRead), where PDRead denotes
the reading of the physical sector, is quite straightforward:
proc LDRead (?I: LSN; !sector: LogSec) =
I[var AdrOK, CRCOK: bool;
var as: AdrSec;
var ps: PhySec;
var s: PSN;
ps := PDRead (lp(I));
CRCOK := CRCCheck (ps);
if ,CRCOK ...... if SS i 0 ...... s := a member of SS;
SS := SS\{s};
remap (l,s);
"raise an exception to signal the stable storage layer
to retrieve the contents of logical sector I"
SS = 0...... "raise an exception to signal the stable storage layer
that the disk has run out of spare sectors"

o
fi

o CRCOK ...... as

:= CRCDecode (ps);
AdrOK := AdrCheck (lp(I), as);
if ,AdrO K...... "raise an exception to signal the stable storage layer
that the disk control mechanism has failed"
AdrOK ...... sector := AdrDecode (as);

o
fi
fi

]1
The logical disk layer write operation is even more straightforward because it does not
have to be reliable:
proc LDWrite (?I: LSN; ?sector: LogSec) =
I[PS [lp(1)] := CRCEncode (AdrEncode (lp(l), sector));

]I
6.3.3

Stable Storage Layer

The stable storage layer receives read and write requests in terms of LogSec and LSN,
which the serializer sends to the disks.
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As we saw before, a write request must be processed on all tbe disks.
To maintain the data consistency the serializer must follow the serializability rule: it
must maintain the order in which read and write requests arrive, except that consecutive
read requests may be executed in any order so as to improve the throughput.

(RequirementssJ The serializer must respect the order in which read and write requests
arrive.

(Design Decisions) Consecutive read requests may be processed in any order.
Typically, a disk receives far more read requests than write requests. Although the
reliability of the stable storage could be improved by processing a read request on three
or more disks and taking a majority vote on the results, this is not considered to be
as valuable as the increase of throughput that can be reached by allowing the parallel
execution of consecutive read requests [13]. Therefore, a read request is processed on
only one disk at a time.

(Design Decisio1lg) A read request is processed on only one disk at a time.
If a physical sector is discovered to be damaged, the logical disk layer signals the stable
storage layer to retrieve the lost contents. Because all disks present the same array of
logical sectors, the serializer only has to perform the same logical disk layer read operation
on another disk. Upon reception of the logical sector contents, the serializer passes it to
the requesting application and performs a logical disk layer write operation on the first
disk. Recall that that first disk has already reconfigured the physical sectors.
6.4

Conclusion

In this section the design of a stable storage was presented, starting from the fault hypotheses (FH,) and (FH2). During the design a number of assumptions were made, which
were the result of certain design decisions. As said before, such assumptions have to be
included in some layer's fault hypothesis.
As said before, (Assumption2) is an extension of (FH2). The fault hypothesis for the
physical disk layer becomes therefore:

The assumptions (Assumption,), (Assumption4) and (Assumptions) have to be included
in the fault hypothesis for the logical disk layer, which therefore becomes:

(Assumption,) 1\ (Assumption4) 1\ (Assumptions)
Lastly, the fault hypothesis for the stable storage layer consists of:

(Assumption3') 1\ (Assumptio1lg)
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7
7.1

Case Study II: Design of a Reliable Broadcast Protocol
Introduction

Broadcasting is a communication technique that enables the sending of a message to all
destination nodes in the network simultaneously. It is used in distributed systems, for
example to perform operations on distributed databases.
In the presence of faults it is possible that a broadcast message is not delivered to all
destination nodes. This can lead to problems such as inconsistency. Furthermore, it is
impracticable if it is not known which nodes receive the message. A broadcast protocol
that guarantees the delivery of a broadcast message to all correctly functioning nodes in
the network4 is a reliable broadcast protocol. To be precise, a reliable broadcast protocol
is a protocol that satisfies the following two requirements:

(Requirement 1) All correctly functioning nodes decide on the same message.
(Requirement 2) If the transmitter functions correctly, all correctly functioning nodes
decide on the message that was broadcast by the transmitter.
These requirements are known as the 'interactive consistency' requirements [11]. For
the scope of this example we are not interested in reaching agreement in the presence of
Byzantine failures; we are only interested in getting a message to all correctly functioning
destinations despite network faults. The various destinations do not interact to establish
the validity of a message.
To make sure that all correctly functioning nodes receive the broadcast message, every

such node sends an acknowledgement to the broadcasting node to acknowledge the receipt. The broadcasting node starts a timer after issuing the broadcast and retransmits
the message to the nodes from which it hasn't got an acknowledgement when the timer
expires or, in other words, a time-out occurs. Usually a maximum number of retransmissions applies.
In many distributed applications every node can start broadcasting at any moment. For
the correctly functioning nodes to maintain consistency with such asynchronous broadcasts we additionally require that the messages are processed in the same order by every
correctly functioning node:

(Requirement 3) All broadcast messages are processed in the same order by every correctly functioning node.
This means that there has to be a global ordering of messages. Usually this is achieved
by first delivering the broadcast message to all correctly functioning nodes and secondly
establishing the global order of the broadcast message (e.g. [4], [14]). For this case study
a node buffers a received message until its order is determined; only then maya received
4Because one defect node would never allow the successful completion of a broadcast to 'all nodes', 'all
nodes' is weakened to 'all correctly functioning nodes'.
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message be processed. In [9] it is noted that if all broadcasts are issued from the same
node, and if that node, which is therefore called 'sequencer,' generates a sequence number
for each of those broadcasts, such a second phase is not necessary, because the sequence
numbers generated by the sequencer a priori constitute the desired global ordering. We
choose such a centralized broadcast protocol as a basic building block for the reliable
broadcast protocol.
(Design Decision) A centralized broadcast protocol is the basic building block for the
reliable broadcast protocol.

For this case study the nodes are interconnected by an (unreliable) broadcast network.
An advantage of a broadcast network over a point-to-point network is that a broadcast
network makes simultaneous distribution of a message to all other nodes physically possible. A disadvantage is the fact that the different acknowledgements have to be sent via
one and the same channel. However, to avoid overloading the channel and the sequencer,
piggybacking can be used: acknowledgements are attached to a message that has to be
sent anyway. If there is no message to be sent within some interval of time, a separate
acknowledgement is sent. Another disadvantage is that if the broadcast network goes
down communication is no longer possible; if sections of broadcast networks are coupled
by repeaters and/or gateways then partitions can occur. The latter case is beyond the
scope of this case study.
We assume that the processors are fail-stop: they are either up, i.e. they function
correctly, or they are down and when they are down they do not send any messages.
This is stipulated by the following fault hypothesis:

(FHNodJ A node that is down does not send any message.
Doing so, Byzantine failures are excluded. Furthermore it is assumed that due to a fault
of the network messages are lost; if they are not lost they are received correctly5:

(FHN"work) Due to a fault of the network messages are lost.

7.2

A Reliable Broadcast Protocol

The centralized broadcast protocol [9] consists of two steps. If processor P wants to
broadcast its i,h message m p ;, it sends request Rmpto sequencer S. S then broadcasts
message Sm p , consisting of mp; plus a sequence number. When a node receives a broadcast message', it examines the sequence number. If the node has missed one or more
messages, it will notice a gap in sequence numbers between the last message it received
and the message it just received. In such a case the node sends a negative acknowledgement to the sequencer for every message it has missed. To speed up the completion of
the broadcast, negative acknowledgements are sent as separate point-to-point messages.
If there is no gap, the node can immediately pass the message to the application. As
5The fact that messages are lost because the buffers are full, although a big problem in practice, is left
out of consideration to keep this presentation concise. It is assumed that an underlying mechanism (e.g.
a eRe mechanism) rejects corrupted messages.
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said before, acknowledgements are piggybacked. It is sufficient to acknowledge only the
last broadcast message that was received in order; that acknowledgement acknowledges
all previously received messages - which have lower sequence numbers - implicitly.
In the following sections the reliability aspects of the broadcast protocol will be considered.

7.2.1

The Broadcast Step -

Protocol for a Sequencer

After S broadcasts a message 8 m ,it expects an acknowledgement for 8 m from every
~
~
correctly functioning node. Therefore, S keeps a set C F of correctly functioning nodes.
The sending of a broadcast is a non-blocking operation: several broadcasts may overlap.
We assume that all nodes send regularly a request to the sequencer. Therefore, if S does
not receive a message from a node Q E C F - either a request, a separate acknowledgement or a negative acknowledgement - before it times out, S concludes that that node
is down and removes it from CF:

(AssumptionJ) A correctly functioning node, which is not the sequencer, will send a
message to the sequencer before the sequencer times out.
For the scope of this case study recovery takes place at a higher level than the broadcast:
the sequencer raises an exception to signal an upper layer that a node is down.
If a node that receives a broadcast message sees a gap in sequence numbers, it sends
a negative acknowledgement Ns for every s it apparently misses. S stores a broadcast
message nntil it has been acknowledged by every node in the set C F. Also the originating node must acknowledge the broadcast message because, although it usually does not
process the message, it must know the sequence number the message got to avoid the
origination of a gap.

To provide for the coming up of nodes after they were down, a node that comes up again
broadcasts a "Hello network" message. Only S responds to that broadcast with an "I'm
here" message containing the sequencer's identity and - because a higher layer deals
with the recovery of the messages the node missed while it was down - the number of
the next message the recovered node is supposed to receive. Should the recovered node
get no response to that message, for instance because the sequencer is down, then it

has to rebroadcast its "Hello network" message. This may go on indefinitely, because a
recovered node may not do anything until it receives an "I'm here" message.

7.2.2

The Request Step -

Protocol for a Non-Sequencer

In order to notify the receipt of Rm ,S could acknowledge the request, but since it
Pi
is going to broadcast mp. anyway, P just has to verify that it receives 8 m ~ (design decision). That way we do not have to deal with the acknowledgement of the sequencer
getting corrupted and hence lost.

.
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If P does not receive 8 m before it times out, P will send Rm to S again. There are
~
~
three possibilities:
1. S did not broadcast 8 m

,because it is down.
Then the retransmission of Rm P; will have no effect.
P;

2. S did not broadcast 8 m ,because it did not receive Rm .
~
~
Then S is likely to receive Rm P; now.
3. S did broadcast 8 m P; ,but P did not receive it.
Then S sends P 8 m in a reliable point-to-point manner whlch means that S will
P;
retransmit 8 mp . to P until P has acknowledged it or until S decides that P is down .
•
Now, if we assume that a message is not lost more than some maximum number of times,
say maxI.,,' then we may assume that it takes not more than a maximum number of
(re )transmissions of Rm Pi ,say max, ne. " before the sequencer broadcasts the message:
(Assumption2) A message is not lost more than maxI." times.
(Assumption3) If the sequencer functions correctly it doesn't take more than max, ..."
number of (re)transmissions of the request, before the sequencer broad·
casts the message or sends it to the requesting node.
Thus, if after max,.
(re)transmlssions of Rm ~ P still does not receive 8 m~ ,either as
ne$
a broadcast or as a point-to-point message, it concludes that S is down. P signals an
upper layer that the sequencer is down, but, because a sequencer is vital to this reliable
broadcast protocol, the reliable broadcast protocol takes care of the initialization of a
new sequencer.

7.2.3

The Initialization of a New Sequencer

Before a new sequencer can be initialized, first a node must be selected to become the
new sequencer. If the node that detected the fault of the sequencer were to be the next
sequencer, a conflict would arise if two or more nodes could simultaneously detect the
fault of the sequencer. An obvious solution is to select a beforehand known node to become the new sequencer. We assume that the number of nodes is known a priori and that
those nodes have successive identifiers. Hence, the identifier of the new sequencer can be
obtained by incrementing the identifier of the current sequencer, modulo the number of
nodes. All correctly functioning nodes know which node is currently the sequencer and
can hence determine the identifier of the new sequencer. If some node detects that the
sequencer is down, it sends a "You're it" message to the thus beforehand known node,
which may either be up or not.
But what about the messages for which the broadcast has not been terminated? Note
that when they are rebroadcast they must get the same sequence numbers because broadcast messages that are received in order are processed i~mediately. The natural solution
is to let every node keep the messages it has received until they have been acknowledged
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by every correctly functioning processor. Then a node can still process the messages it
received in order immediately and there is a (distributed) backup for messages for which
the broadcast has not been terminated.
The problem is that though the sequencer knows what nodes function correctly and
what correctly functioning nodes have acknowledged certain broadcast messages, the
other nodes, and thus also the new sequencer, do not have that knowledge. Because of
the asymmetry of the protocol, broadcasting such information (for instance with regular
broadcast messages) does not help to reach global consensus because when a node receives a message, it cannot tell whether the other nodes have received that message also.
In order to let nodes clean up their buffers the sequencer can broadcast which messages
have been acknowledged by all correctly functioning nodes. However, no conclusions
regarding the present state of the network of nodes can be taken from such information.
This is especially the case for the set CF.
Thus, a new sequencer must initialize its own C F. If a node gets a "You're it" message, it
starts by broadcasting an "I'm your new sequencer" message. Every correctly functioning
node replies with the sequence number of the last message it received in order, i.e. the
value it would send at that moment as acknowledgement. With its reply it also sends all
outstanding requests because it is possible that the old sequencer started broadcasting
them. The new sequencer expects a reply from all the nodes on the network and if
it times out it sends the "I'm your new sequencer" message via reliable point-ta-point
communication to those nodes that haven't responded yet. Analogous to section 7.2.2. we
assume that a correctly functioning node will have replied after max,,,,, (re )transmissions
of the "I'm your new sequencer" message:

(Assumption4) It takes not more than max,,,,, (re)transmissions of the "I'm your new
sequencer" message, before a correctly functioning node replies.
Thus, after up to max,,,,, (re)transmissions of the "I'm your new sequencer" message
to all other nodes the set C F has been initialized. In addition, the sequencer learns for
which messages the broadcast has not been terminated and also which nodes have not
received those messages. If the new sequencer should miss messages itself, it can get
them from nodes that did receive them. To pass the role of sequencer to the node with
the most messages would require an extra round to notify all nodes about that decision
and is therefore not considered to be an improvement.
To avoid problems such as congestion, node identifier dependent waits can be introduced:
a node must wait some time before it may reply to the "I'm your new sequencer" message
and it must also wait some time before a new request may be sent to the new sequencer.
Lastly there is the problem of the new sequencer being down or going down while the
initialization is in progress. The fact that the new sequencer is down can be detected by
combining a time-out mechanism w.r.t. the reception of an "I'm your new sequencer"
message with a maximum of max trie (re)transmissions of the "You're it" message:
$
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(Assumptions) It takes not more than max,"" (re)transmissions of the "You're it" message, before a correctly functioning new sequencer broadcasts the "I'm
your new sequencer" message or sends it to the detecting node.
The fact that the new sequencer goes down after it has broadcast an "I'm your new
sequencer" message is detectable by the broadcast request mechanism as described in
section 7.2.2. Note that this mechanism does not become effective until the (optional)
waiting periods before new requests may be sent to the new sequencer are over. Then
yet another node - which is also known beforehand - gets a "You're it" message. Note
that no conflicts can arise because a recovered node must first get an "I'm here" message
before it may do anything.

7_3

Conclusion

In this section a total of five assumptions were made. (Assumption,), (Assumption3),
(Assumption4) and (Assumptions) can be combined with (FHN,d,); (Assumption2) can
be combined with (FHN"work):

(FH'N,d') A node, which is not the sequencer, is down if it does not send a message to
the sequencer before the sequencer times out or if it does not reply to the "I'm
your new sequencer" or "You're it" message after maxtries (re)transmissions.
The sequencer is down if it takes more than max,"" (re )transmissions of the
request, before the requesting node receives the message. Generally, a node
that is down does not send any message.

(FH'N"work) Due to a fault of the network messages are lost, but a message is not lost
more than max10s t times.

For broadcast protocols which are designed to deal with Byzantine failures (e.g. [2]),
complexity is expressed in terms of the number of rounds of communication and the
number of nodes that are necessary to deal with such failures. The protocol presented
here does not deal with Byzantine failures, so that a comparison with the above mentioned class of protocols is not appropriate.
For protocols such as the one discussed here, complexity is usually expressed in terms of
the number of messages necessary to perform a single broadcast because, for a broadcast
network, point-to-point messages and broadcast messages attribute equally to the complexity. Because one request can implicitly acknowledge several messages, the derivation
of such a performance model is, however, very hard. A similar problem arises in [14],
where only best-case results are derived because very optimistic assumptions have to be
made.
Under the assumption that every node sends a request very often and that the sequencer
does not fail, a broadcast requires 1 + s + 1 + 2 • f messages, where f is the number
of times a node does not receive a broadcast message and s is the number of times the
sequencer does not receive the request; the case that the sequencer did receive the request
but the sender did not see the message being broadcast is covered by f - note that the
22
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sequencer expects an acknowledgement from the requesting node.
The number of messages that are necessary to perform the initialization of a new sequencer is of itself quite incalculable, let alone the number of messages that are necessary to broadcast a message when the sequencer does fail. Simulations can be used to
determine the average case performance.
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